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ABSTRACT

In dynamic job shop scheduling, due date-based criteria have been extensively used

in addressing the shop performance. Tardiness behaviour, in particular, is often cited as a

major concern in most research in this area. There is, however, a lack of systematic study

of missed due date performance, with regard to both ta¡diness and earliness. With the

current emphasis on the Just-In-Time (JIT) manufacturing principle, it is considered that

both ea¡liness and ta¡diness are undesi¡able. Accordingly, meeting the target job due date

would be of significance for JTI manufacturing practice.

The present research fust investigates on how the shop factors (dispatching rules, due

date methods and shop load conditions) affect the missed due date performance. With two

typical shop load conditions, it is found that different dispatching rules behave differcntly

under a variery of due d¿te allowance levels. Given a certain shop load, the optimal missed

due date performance can be achieved by assigning an appropriate tightness level for a

given disparching rule.

To improve the performance of missed due date criteria, a new dispatching rule and

new due date setting models are developed. The new due daæ models a¡e capable of

adjusting dynamically the flowtime estimation by using the feedback information of current

shop load conditions. Simulation results show that the proposed dynamic due date models

are significantly better than their static counterparts. Best missed due date performance can

be achieved by the combination of a dynamic due daæ setting model and an appropriaæ due

date dependent dispatching rule. In addition, the new models are simple and easy to

implement without preliminary runs for parameter estimation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Dynamic job shop scheduling

Production scheduling is pan of the shop floor management decision system. At

the shop floor level the scheduling problem is concemed with organizing the flow and

sequencing ofraw materials and parts for processing through various manufacruring work-

centres. The term "job" is used to represent all kinds of materials or parts that are

processed by successive manufacturing units or work-centres, which are designated as

machines, Formally speaking, a scheduling or sequencing problem is defined by

determining the order in which a set ofjobs {í l i= 1, 2,..., n} is to be processed through

a set of machines { kl k=1,2, ..., ml to satisfy designated goals.

Job i is specified by a set of m ¡ operations U lj=1, 2, ..., m¡l each

representing a processing requirement on various machines. Depending on whether the

processing order (routing) implies a predetermined sequence of operations, shops are

distinguished as follows:

(i) Open shop--the routings are arbitrary and not specified-

(ii) a. Flow shop--the routings are predeærmined and identical for all jobs,

b. Job shop--the routings are predetermined but not identical for alljobs.

In a job shop, with which we are primarily concemed in this work, each job may

have a different routing, so among the production scheduling problems the job shop

scheduling is a very complex one. Quite a few researchers have studied it from both

analytical and heuristic perspectives. Analytical solutions to optimising job shop

scheduling problems (e.g., minimisation of "makespan"), so far, have proved to be

computational infeasible. Heu¡istic approaches (e.g., priority dispatching rules), on the

other hand, sacrifice optimality but they are feasible and hence widely employed. In



particulâr, in a dynamic job shop environment, where therc is a continuous stream ofjobs

arriving randomly at the shop, computer simulation techniques have been applied to deal

with this stochastic behaviour ofjob arrival by heuristic methods that render satisfying

results. In addition, simulation allows more realistic assumptions about the dynamic

production control environment to be used. Hence the techniques are more applicable in

the ¡eal world situation.

The¡e are many factors concerning a dynamic job shop such as job file,

sequencing rule, and shop status information. All these affect the overall scheduling

process and results.

A job file is an information set that contains all characteristics of a job. For a

dynamic job shop, a job file may consist of job information such as arrival time, routing,

due date, number of operations and processing time of each operation. Usually, the job file

is created after the job arrives at the shop, where the job's due date can be set either

extemally (by an external agency such as the customer) or internally (by the scheduler,

based on job file information).

A sequencing rule, also called dispatching or priority rule, determines the o¡der

in which the waiting jobs, if a-ny, are to be processed every time a machine is idle. As

different sequencing rules may be suitable for different goals, a dynamic job shop model

will provide a heu¡istic optimum among altemative sequencing strategies by successive

simulation runs.

The shop status information at any time includes the shop load, the occupation of

each machine, and queue length of each machine. Shop utilisation, i.e. the average load or

rate of occupation of machines, is commonly used as a factor to represent general shop

status information.

In general, dispatching rules, due date methods and shop utilisation are three

imponant decision facto¡s in the investigation ofjob shop scheduling. In the following



sections, formulation and classification of these factors and performance measures will be

presented.

1.2 Notation ând defin¡tions

The following notation and definitions are introduced (Conway el.al 1966,

French 1982):

p,, processing time for operation I of job i
¡J

mi numbet of operations for job j
mi

p, total processing time ofjob ir pi = Ipri
j=1

r¡ anival time of job j

d¡ due daæ ofjob i

di¡ due date for operation I ofjob I

ai due date allowance for job í: a¡ =di-r1

w¡ waiting time preceding operation j of job i
mi

C¡ completion time of job i: C1 = ri +f (w¡ + p¡¡)
j=1

mi.
Fi flowtime ofjob i: Fi = Ci - ri = I(*i: * p,:)

j--1

Li lateness ofjob Í: Li = Ç1 - di = Fi - ai

Ti tardiness ofjob i: Ti=m¿¡{Q, li}
E¡ earliness of job í: Ei = max{0, -Li)

ll4l absolute lateness ofjob i.

1.3 Performance measures

Performance measures quantify the goals to be achieved for a specific scheduling

problem. They can be categorized into two groups, flowtime-based and due d¿te-based;



Flowtime-based: mean flowtime (ltz1F), mean waiting time (MW), mean completion

timeMC)

standard deviation of flowtime (Sp).

Due daæ-based: mean lateness (ML), mean trtdiness (MT), mean earliness (ME),

mean absoluæ lateness (MAL)

standard deviation of lateness (s¡), søndard deviation of tardiness

(sr)

proportion of tardiness (PT), proportion of earliness @E)

conditional mean tardiness (CMT), conditional mean earliness

(cME)

mean square lateness (À4SL), mean squarc tardiness (MSÐ

Flowtime-based measures can be thought of as the manufacturer's intemal ya¡dsticks:

they gauge how well the system performs with respect to purely internal criteria. The due

date-based group includes measures based on customers' satisfaction. They form the

external yardsticks by which the outside world measures the performance of the system.

Extemal criteria a¡e often considered more important than intemal ones since the ultimate

goal of scheduling is to satisfy customers' demands. The ideal scheduling would satisfy

both the flowtime-based and due date-based requirements.

In dynamic job shop scheduling, due date-based criteria have been extensively used

in addressing shop performance. Tardiness behaviour, in panicular, is often cited as the

single most pressing concem in manufacturing practice. Thus, criteria such as MT, PT and

CMT are the major ones employed in mosr dynamic job shop studies.

However, with the current emphasis on Just-In-Time (IIT) manufacturing principle,

both ea¡liness and tardiness are undesirable. Accordingly, optimising the due date

performance by including such measures as MAL and MSL would be of significance for

JTI m anufacturing practice.



1.4 Due date determination

In a job shop production system, each job is, on arrival, assigned a due date for

delivery before it is actually released to the shop floor for processing. Some common due

date assignment me¡hods are described in table 1.1. In this table, & and s are parameters ,

of which & denotes flowtime allowance and s slack time, Q¡ is the number of jobs in the

queue at the machine that job I will visit, MW denofes the estimated mean wairing time,

andflJ) is a function related to the standard deviarion of waiting time.

Table 1.1 Definitions of common due date assignment methods

Due date Definition Description

CON 4oi+k all jobs are given constant flow allowance

RAN 4=ri+x the flow allowance is randomly assigned

TWK {=l+þi allowance is propo¡tional to total work amount

NOP Q=ri+lcnl allowance is proportional to number of operadons

SLK Q.=ri+pi+s equal slack times are given to all jobs

PPW {=+i+pi+kni allowance is processing time plus waiting time

JIQ q=r¡+k1ni+kZQ queue length information is considered

JIS Q.=ri+pi+MW+f() information about jobs in system is considered

These methods, according to the extent of information used in determining the job

due daæ, can be categorized in two groups:

Extemal: RAN, CON



Job characteristic: TWK, NOP, SLK, PPW

Shop status: JIQ, JIS

In the case of extemal due dates, they are set by some independent extemal agency,

such as the customer, and are announced upon job arrival. In the case of internal due

daæs, they are set internally by the scheduler on the basis ofjob characteristics, shop status

information and estimation of job performance (such as flowtime or waiting time). It is

obvious that the latter group is the more rational one. It will also facilitate the overall

scheduling when combined with appropriate sequencing sEategies.

1.5 Dispatching rules

Dispatching rules determine the order in which jobs are to be scheduled for

processing. A modified classification of common dispatching rules (Ilaupt 1989) is listed

in table 1.2.

The distinction between local and global dispatching rules in (1.i) refers to the extent

of information a priority rule uses. A local rule requires information concerning only the

queue of the machine a job is in, whereas a global rule considers information from the

entire shop or from other queues beyond the curÊnt queue thejob is in.

A time-independent rule implies a static addressing of the priority: once set at the

entry of an operation into the queue it will not change over time. A dynamic time-

dependent rule may change the priority setting \ryith time, which is more appropriate in a

dynamic job shop environment.

A composite rule combines two or more single rules to determine the priority of a job,

e.9., by placing appropriate weights on these rules or performing other a¡ithmetical

manipulations. It is easy to formulate nonparameter-based rules, but parameter-based

rulos, which requLg a preliminary simulation run to obtain the nçcessary paramgtgrs, are

rather complicated and difficult to implement

A.

B.



Table 1.2 Classification of common dispatching rules

1. Simple rules

i. l,ocal queue information used:

A. Time independent policy (static)

a. Random attribute:

RANDOM, FCFS

b. Job processing time:

SPT, LPT, MWKR, LWKR, TWORK, MOPNR, FOPNR

c. Job due date:

DD,ODD

B. Time dependent policy ( dynamic )

a. Iob due daæ:

MSL, CR, A/OPN, S/OPN, S/TVKR

b. Operation due date:

osl-, ocR

ii. Global shop information:

NINQ,WINQ

2. Composite rules

i. Non-parameter-based:

MDD, MOD, CR+SPT, LEXSPT

ü. Pa¡ameter-based:

SI, COVERT, DCR, ATC

A list of common dispatching rules is given in table 1.3,



Table 1.3 Formulation of basic dispatching rules

Names Rules based on: Quartity minimized

RANDOM

FCFS

SPT

LPT

LWKR

MWKR

FOPNR

GOPNR

TWORK

DD

ALL

MSL

CR

AII./OPN

S/OPN

a ¡andom number to the priority R¡

fi¡st come first serve Ci j- t
the shortest processing time pij

the longest processing time -pij

the least work remaining Tn*
k=j

the most work remaining - Tn,o
k=j

ttre fewest number of operation remaining m¡j+l

the greatest number of operations remaining -(m¡j+l)

the greatest total work IOn
k=1

the earliest due date di

the smallest allowance di-t

the minimum slack o¡+- ln¡¡
k=j

the smallest øitical ratio f¿it/ Ïpi*
k=j

the smallest ratio of allowance per

number of operations remaining (diÐ/(mij+1)

the smallest ratio of slack per number of
mi

operarions remaining (d¡t- L px )/(m¡j+l)
k=j



S^VKR the smallest ratio of slack per work

mi mi
rcmainins 1d¡t lpç)/ln*

k=j k=j
jmi

oDD the earliest operation due date A¡=r'1+(dfrÐ )p¡./lnit
k=l k=l

OSL the smallest operation slack drju-pü

OCR the smallest operation critical ratio (d¡-,)lpä

NINQ the least number ofjobs in queue of its next

operation Ji;a1(t)

WINQ the least total work in queue of its next

operation Yi j+ I (t)

MDD the ea¡liest modified due date max{di, ,* ln,O t
r=j

MOD the ea¡liest modified operation due date max{dij, t+pij }

CR+SPT the smallest CR+SPT max{p1¡(d¡t) / lpik ,pij }
t<=j

In the above table dre following defrnitions have been used:

Jij(t) Number of jobs at time t in the queue containing operation j of job i

V¡(t) Total work, i.e., the sum of imminent operation processing times of waiting

jobs at time t in the queue containing operation j ofjob i.

Some of these rules are very complicated, they will be explained when they are

¡efened to later.

1.6 ResearchAssumptions

We make the following general assumptions regarding the dynamic job shop

scheduling model :



1 . Each job is processed by one machine at a time.

2. Each machine processes one job at a time.

3. Once sta¡æd, each operation must be performed to completion ( no preemption ).

4. Each operation requires a known finite time.

5 The operation time includes the set up times and the transportation times between

machines.

6. The job routing is given and no altemative routes are permined-

7 . There is only one machine for each type of operation.

L Machines never b¡eak down.

9. Eachjob has a strictly ordered sequence of operations ( no assembly ).

1.7 Objective

JIT management allows an organization to meet customer demand regardless of the

level of that demand. This demand-pull concept involves a $eat deal of emphasis on

"customer orientation"(Cheng,1992). Satisfying customer needs effectively and efficiently

is a priority for a successful organization. In relation to job shop scheduling for job floor

control, this JIT principle implies meeting the target job due date as close as possible.

Performance measures such as missed due date can be employed to ¡ealise this goal.

Although in the past 30 years significant research has been done in dynamic job shop

scheduling, there is still a lack of systematic study on the missed due date issue. This

research seeks to develop insight into this area. Specifically, we shall investigate how the

three decision factors (ob dispatching rules, due date determination methods and shop load

conditions) will affect the scheduling process in terms of two missed due date criteria

(MAL and MSL). Furthermore, new due date determination models and dispatching rules

are explored with a view to enhancing the due date performance by using feedback from

shop status information.

10



CFIAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The¡e are th¡ee main decision factors involved in dynamic job shop scheduling:

shop utilisation, due date assignment method and dispatching rule. To schedule a job

under a given shop load condition is to establish a dispatching rule combined with a due

date setting to satisfy the designated goals. There have been many studies caried out in

this area, many of them were concentrated on investigation of a single decision facto¡ e.g.,

to devise a new dispatching rule with a better performance at a certain shop load with a

given due date assignment. It seems that studies of the total effect of several decision

variables on the shop performance have largely been ignored (Cheng 1988a). Atthough

the¡e a¡e some studies which noticed the interactions between the decision factors, and

simulation comparisons we¡e carried out on the combination of the relevant decision

aspects (Conway et al. 1967, Eilon et at. 1967,1976, Ragatz et al. 1984, Baker 1984,

Cheng 1988, Vig and Dooley 1991), there are some areas, e.g. the interaction effect on the

missed due date performance, which have not been covered. A more comprehensive and

thorough investigation which adopts a commonly accepted set of shop conditions and

methods is needed.

This chapter presents a brief review of heuristic approaches to dynamic job shop

scheduling. We divide our review into four sections. The first section will examine work

dealing with the development of dispatching rules. The second section will survey due daæ

assignment methods as well as the inte¡action of the decision factors under general

assumptions of dynamic job shop scheduling. In the last two sections we will summarise

the previous results and present the possible futue research areas (these are actually the

motivafion of this work).



2,L Development of dispatching rules

In a job shop scheduling a dispatching rule is used to decide which job awaiting

processing is to be chosen next. As we discussed befo¡e, the major objective of scheduling

is to minimise the job flowtime and, at the same timo, to optimise the due date performance,

Job flowtime is an important measure of shop performance ( speed of processing the

customer's order ) and average work in progress. Accuracy of meeting the delivery time

depends on the satisfaction of the due date performance, Since goals are not always

consistent, no one scheduling rule can outperform all othe¡s for these two major

performance measures.

It is well known that the SPT rule is the best tactic for reducing average

processing time (Conway et al. 1967). However, by giving preference to a job in this

manner, jobs requiring longer processing time may result in exEemely latge flowtimes, so

that SPT shows relatively poor tardiness performance. Consequently, rules employing

more queue information and due date information were developed to offset this drawback.

Among the earliest studies, Conway et al. (1967) proposed a truncared SPT rule(SPT-T).

The idea is to place a limit on the waiting time of each job in a queue, when the waiting time

equals or exceeds this limit, the job is selected next, regardless of its processing time.

Eilon et al. (1975) intoduced a modification of the SPT rule called SIx. This

rule calls fo¡ creation of two separate queues at each machine, all jobs in one queue having

priority over the others and both employing the SPT rule. Jobs whose slack times are less

than a conuol parameter, U, are placed in the priority (secondary) queue. Their paper

repoted the SIx rule was superior to SPT in that the missed due d¿te variance was smaller.

But they did not report testing the rule against other tardiness-oriented rules, nor did they

provide any guidance for determining the conrrol parameter U on the basis ofjob and shop

information .

A comprehensive investigation into the processing time-oriented rules was

12



carried out by Fry et al.(1988). They compared the performance of truncated variations of

the SPT rule. A secondary (priority) queue was formed when jobs had waited longer than

a predetermined length of time. Results indicated that truncated rules which sequence jobs

in the secondary queue by job slack time achieve better ¡esults than the truncated rules

which sequence jobs from the secondary queue by processing time. However, it was

found that the implementation of these rules is complicated by the variability in the

proportion ofjobs sequenced from the secondary queue.

Recently, a modified version of the SPT rule called CEXSPT was proposed by

Schultz (1989). This rule seeks to control the selecting ofjobs with long processing times

by emploþg both job-based and operation-based due date information to expedite late jobs

or late operations. In CEXSPT, waiting jobs are partitioned into three queues with

different late attributes, jobs are selected by considering the effect of the selected job will

have on the cause of lateness of other jobs. CEXSPT is compared with other well

performing rules such as SPT, COVERT, MOD, S/OPN and OCR. It produces rhe lowest

tardiness value in the case of tight due date allowances, and is consistently second best to

SPT and COVERT at minimising mean flowtime and mean conditional tardiness

respectively.

COVERT, a family of slack-based complex rules, was initiaæd by Carrol (1965).

The COVERT priority index represents the expected tatdiness cost per unit of imminent

processing time. It assigns an expected incremental delay cost of one for a job whose slack

is negative, zero for a job whose slack exceeds its expected remaining queue time, and a

value between zero and one otherwise. It was compared with S/OPN and SPT and was

found to be superior in reducing mean tardiness. Other resea¡chers have tried va¡iations on

the COVERT rule ( Russell et al 1988 ). Vepsalainen er aI.(1987) used weighted COVERT

and a new rule, ATC (Apparent Tardiness Cost); the lauer considers additional information

by lead time estimation and "looking ahead" heuristics, They tested these rules in

13



compadson with other rules, such as weighted SPT, FCFS, DD and SAilKR, and found

that, with respect to weighted-tardiness performance,they showed better results .

Although the above mentioned rules reported good tardiness performance they

have not won favor among practitioners. This may be due to the difficulty involved in the

estimation of the parameters required for thei¡ implementation ( e.g., waiting time in

COVERT ). As noted by Baker (1984), there is virtually no guidance in the literature for

selecting parameters based on characte¡istics such as shop utilisation, tightness ofdue date

and shop size.

Bunnage et al. (1985) studied dispatching rules from the point of combining

rules. They set up a multifactor priority rule which is a weighted average of four factors

(SPT, S/OPN, AAVKR and WIQ). The objective was a combination of criteria such as

cost of tardiness, carrying in-process inventory, machine idleness, etc. Computer search

þanern search) was employed to determine the best weights to use in the priority rule. The

comparative rules are SPT, RANDOM, S/OPN and CR. The multifactor rule is superior in

achieving this objective. What should be pointed out is thar in the paper this method was

applied only to the static job shop, and one may ask whether the added cost of complicated

computation on the pattem search is justified by the reduction in schedule dependent cost.

An important improvement on simple dispatching rules is the use of operation

due dates, i.e. individual due dates for each operation of a job to be completed, Operation

due dates partition the total flowtime allowance into smaller segments, whose length

depends on the magnitude of the expecæd processing time at each operation, relative to total

work. This ma¡ks the time at which each operation should be completed if the job is to

proglþss smoothly toward the target due date. Research such as that of Baker and Bertrand

(1982), Kanet and Hayya (1982), Baker and Kanet (1983) and Baker (1984) indicated that

operation due date rules perform better than their job due date countgrparts. Kanet and

Hayya (1982) found that ODD and OCR exhibited the best results for several due date

criteria. Later, Baker and Kanet (1983) and Baker (1984) introduced the modified

14



operation due date, MOD, which exhibits superior performance with respect to mean

tardiness. Comparing with other versions of CR, S/|VKR, MSL and MDD, they found

MOD ouçerformed all the rules in reducing mean tardiness atboth 80Vo and 90Vo levels of

shop load.

Recently, based on the idea of the MOD rule, Anderson and Nyirenda (1990)

contrived two new dispatching rules called CR+SPT and S/IVKR+SPT which aim at

optimising the tardiness performance criteria. The new rules assign a more flexible

operation due date than MOD: if a job finishes an operation earlier the new rules will

distribute the additional allowance amongst all remaining operations, while the MOD leaves

the remaining operation due dates unchanged, which gives the enti¡e additional allowance

only to the next opetation. The two new rules were compared against other well

performing rules such as MOD, COVERT, CEXSPT and SPT. Simulation results showed

the proposed rules are superior in reducing mean tardiness. The two rules have broadly

similar performance with respecr to tardiness while S/IVKR+SPT is also effective at

reducing the percentage of tardy jobs. The advantage of the two new rules is that they are

simple to implement in that they need no parameter estimation.

With the development ofjob shop scheduling research, hundreds of dispatching

rules were created in order to meet with various needs of performance requirements.

However, sophisticated rules do not necessarily outperform simple and easily implemenæd

rules. Generally speaking, for the simple rules, the SPT rule is good at satisfying the

intemal requi¡ement of flowtime based criteria, while the MOD rule is good at satisfying the

extemal requirement of due date based crite¡ia-

2,2 Due date determination and interaction among decision factors

In some scheduling models it is usually assumed that due dates represent

exogenous information . In many actual practices, however, it is appropriate to inEoduce
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due dates as decision variables which a¡e determined within the production control system.

Being able to determine a predictable and exact due daæ will definiæly enhanc€ the schedule

performance. Also, studying the interaction among the due date determination, dispatching

rule and shop condition will help develop deep insight and identification of the mechanics

of dynamic job shop scheduling.

Among the ea¡liest due date assignment investigations, Conway (1965) studied

CON, RAN, TWK, NOP and SLK due date methods and found that, at high levels of shop

load, NOP is the most effective method of assigning due dates. He explained that it is due

to a large proportion of a job's flowtime being spent in the waiting queue and waiting time

is proportional to the number of operarions of a job.

Conway et aJ. (1967) also discussed the influence of the above four due dates on

the dispatching rules. They revealed that due date methods which incorporate job

characteristics ( e.g. TWK a¡d NOP ) perform better in terms of mean tardiness than the

ones which ignore job characteristics.

Building on Conway's work on due date assignment, other resea¡chers

investigated the effect of the flowtime allowance factor /c (or due date tightness) on

dynamic job shop scheduling. Eilon et aJ. (1967) employed a simulation model to find the

appropriate k (k=1, 1.5,...,8) in the TWK due date assignment which minimise several

late penalty and flowtime functions (ob waiting time, throughput, queue length, delay

factor, faciliry idle time, missed due date and penalty cost function) for various shop loads

(from 0.5 to 0.9 ) and dispatching rules (SPT, LPI, DD, FCFS and RAN). They

concluded that the SPT was best in terms ofjob waiting, throughput and delay factor. It is

least sensitive to incor¡ect forecasting ofjob due date. The DD is the second best rule,

lVhen & is high, it approximates the SPT; with an appropri ate k, it can minimise the

expected number of late jobs. The studies indicate that an optimal t can be found to be

assigned as due date allowance factor; the value of È depends on the dispatching rule
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studied and the shop utilisation.

Eilon et al. (197 6) provided some of the earliest due date investigations that

considered the shop status information. They infoduced, apart from the previous due date

methods, two new assignment methods considering shop status information: delay-in-

queuo (DIQ) uses expected waiting rime which is based on historical data, and total work of

job characteristics; the other method, job-in-queue (JIQ), is based on the sum of processing

times and on the total number of jobs waiting in the queues of úe machines. They poinæd

out that rules considering shop status information perform substantially better in terms of

the missed due date performance and a norional cost function, than those based only on job

content. Of all these JIQ is the best and, since it does not necessitate a parameter

estimation, it is easy to apply.

Weeks (1979) continued the due date assignment research in the hope that rules

employing more information, such as estimated mean job flowtime, mean job delay time

and shop congestion, would perform better. A simulation was tun with three shop

structures (light load, heavy load, and assembly-like shop), rwo dispatching rules (SPT,

S/OPN), and seven due date methods based on mean lateness, mean earliness and mean

missed due date. The results are that, when employed with due date oriented dispatching

rules, due date methods based on esrimation of individual job flowtime and conditional

upon shop congestion perform betrer than the widely reported TWK method; due date

performance tends to worsen as shop sEucture becomes elaborate and complex. In

addition, lYeeks also confirmed the previous report that S/OPN performs well in meeting

the due date. However, in this simulation, initial experiments, representing all possible

combinations of dispatching rules with the TWK due date method, are needed in order to

provide the estimates ofjob flowtime, delay time and shop congestion used in developing

the predicøble due date assignment methods.

A¡ound 1983, when several papers were published on the studies of operation

due date @aker et al 1981, Baker et al 1982, Kanet and Hayya 1982, Baker 1984), the
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authors also noticed the interaction between the dispatching rule and the due date

assignment methods, as well as the crossover of the due dates under different shop load

conditions. Kannet and Hayya (1982) found that for the rules DD, ODD, SLACK and

OSL, mean flowtime decreases when the mean allowance of due date increases, i.e. they

behave more like SPT. For rules CR and OCR the effect is quite different: as mean

allowance increases, the mean flowtime also increases. This occurs as they begin to

behave mo¡e like the LPT rule. Baker and Bertrand (1982) noticed that, except for very

light shop loads, TWK is desirable for a large range of tightness factors, but beyond a

certain point (& around 8), the SLK is preferable. This might indicate thar a combination

of TWK and SLK will perform bette¡. When comparing different rules under different

flowtime allowances in terms of the mean tardiness criterion, Baker (1984) found MOD,

OCR, ODD and MDD exhibit better performance for tight due date allowance, while

A/OPN, S/OPN perform better for the very loose scenarios. The SPT rule shows a very

flat mean tardiness curve compared to variation of due date allowance. The MOD rule,

which also shows a somewhat flat curve but has much lower mean târdiness, together with

the SPT, exhibits robustness to the variation of due date allowa¡rce. When loose due dates

cannot be guaranteed, this makes the MOD a desirable candidate for using the dispaæhing

rule. Work content information should be reflected in the due date setting, since the TWK

is typically the best of the five simple due date methods that Baker tested- Baker also found

that the NOP may yield an efficient due date setting that can avoid tardiness completely

under extremely loose tightness scenarios.

Ragatz et al. (1984) conducted a systematic study of due date methods under a

commonly accepted set of conditions. They included most typical then available due date

assignment methods employing both job characteristics and shop sørus information (e.g.

JIQ, \VIQ, lVeek's method, JIS and their own composition method RMR ). Three typical

dispatching rules, FCFS, SLACK and SPT, were compared. They provided two
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conclusions: the first is that due date methods which use both job and shop information

perform better than the ones that only use purely job information; moreover, information

about work centre congestion along a job's routing is more useful than general job

information (e.g., JIS), which confi¡med Weeks' result. The second is that use of more

elaborate information, as with the RMR method, provides only marginal improvement on

the mean tardiness performance,

An investigation of the relative priority of the various dispatching rules against

various shop load conditions was conducted by Elvers and Taube (1983). Their primary

criterion is the percentage ofjobs completed on time. Five common dispatching rules,

FCFS, SPT, DD, SLACK and S/üVKR, were compared under six different shop loads

ranging from 84.6Vo to 97 .97o. They concluded that SPT ouçerformed other rules in the

heavy shop load levels. While under the load of 9l.6%o, S/ìVKR was found superior to

SPT. They also concluded that assumption of a estimated stochastic processing time does

not provide substantially stronger evidence of better results than the deterministic ones in

most situations. It seems that a deeper investigation about the effect of shop loads on the

performance of dispatching rules is worthwhile; this report only tested one performance

measure with one due date method of TWK at a fixed allowance factor of 7.

In the belief that dispatching rules and due date assignment methods are so

closely relaæd that some synergistic effect on improving the prformance could be achieved

by studying these decision factors togerher, Cheng (1988b) contrived a new rule (called

semi-local scheduling rule, DEL) and a new due date merhod (NEW), which are closely

related and incorporate the job content information and shop status information, especially

the machine queue information. The DEL rule was to be compared with FCFS, SPT and

S/OPN. Four criteria are: root mean square of lateness, mean flowtime, standard deviation

of flowtime and due date tightness factors. The results indicated that shop load factor,

dispatching rule and due date assignment method significantly affect shop performance.
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DEL achieves the best overall performance, and the new due date method is better than the

TWK method. This means that integration of priority rules and due date setting methods

can lead to significant improvement in performance of both.

Recently, two new dynamic due date assignment methods, which use shop

congestion information, were presented by Vig and Dooley (1991). The new methods

estimate flowtime based on a sampling of recently completed jobs. The assigned flow

allowance of the OFS method is bæed on the average flowtime of three recently completed

jobs. The COFS method is essentially a merger of JIQ and OFS. The two new methods,

together with JIQ and TWK+NOP, were employed to test thle€ general types of scheduling

rules, FCFS, SPT and MOD, under the criteria of mean flowtime, mean lateness, standard

deviation of lateness, mean tardiness and percentage of tardiness. The findings of the

study support the conclusion that both job cha¡acteristics and shop status information a¡e

helpful in estimating job flowtime. OFS and COFS yield an accurare flowtime estimation.

However, increasing the amount or the complexity of dynamic shop status information

provides very little improvement. As the new methods belong to the patamete¡-based ones,

preliminary simulation runs are needed to estimate the parameters before the new due date

is set.

Early research on due date assignment methods focused on comparison of

heuristic due date methods using individual job atributes versus those ignoring them.

When the former methods were proved to be superior for measuring due date associated

performance, many studies adopted rhe TIVK as the due date assignment method with a

varying flow allowance factor. Later, shop congestion information was considered another

useful factor in determining the due date. Investigations have confirmed the superiority of

combining both shop and job information into the due date determination. In order to

employ the shop status information, many studies suggested a preliminary run to obtain the
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necessary data such as mean flowtime and mean delay time, f¡om which the conesponding

parameters are estimated through regression techniques. Current trends in due date

assignment studies have been towards dynamic flowtime estimation, as a means to develop

more reasonable, attainable flowtime prediction models.

2.3 Summary

Heuristic approaches to the dynamic job shop scheduling have been very active

in the past 30 years. Computer simulation is an important tool to implement and verify new

models. We found from the above literature review that va¡ious conclusions were drawn

from each individual research, some even contradicting others. This may be due to the

different experimental settings, the confidence and preciseness of resulting data and the

interpretation and analysis of rcsults. It makes it even harder to compare different models.

Nevertheless, from this literature review, several conclusions commonly arrived at, about

dispatching rules, due date determination methods and the relationship between the

scheduling decision factors, can be d¡awn:

l). A scheduling rule dominating both flowtime and due date criteria has not yet

been developed.

2). Dispatching rules considering due date information in addition to job

characteristics perform better on due date associated criteria.

3). Dispatching rules employing operation due date information can expedite laæ

or operationally late jobs, thus exhibiting a tardiness performance superior to theirjob due

date counterparts.

4). Job file information is useful in assigning due daæs.

5). Dynamic shop status information is helpful in assigning predictable due

dates. Maximum benefits are achieved by using shop congestion information only for

machines which a¡e on the job's routing.

6). Differenr dispatching rules perform differently under the various shop load
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conditions and due date tightness levels.

7). Integration of dispatching rules and due date assignment methods can lead to

significant improvement in the performance of both.

2.4 Possible future research areas

From the literature we found resea¡che¡s have considered the interaction in job

shop scheduling between the decision facto¡s. Investigations of combining a number of

dispatching rules and due date methods for various shop load conditions in terms of

prescribed performance measures were conducted. Some of the investigations studied the

relationship between dispatching rules and shop load conditions. Othe¡s tested disparching

rules against different due date settings. Also, studies were conducted on the investigation

of interactions among the three decision factors. Various performance measr¡res were

employed among individual studies. Most were flowtime and lateness measures. Among

the lateness criteria, those relating to tardiness, such as mean tardiness (MT), percentage of

tardiness (PT) and conditional mean rardiness (CMT), were selected as major

considerations. The economic impact of tardiness is often related to the losses resulting

from failure to meet the due date, such as late penalties and losing customers' goodwill.

Some studies also considered the earliness effect, but separately, The philosophy of JIT

tells us both earliness a¡d tardiness are undesirable. It thus seems more appropriate to

consider both ta¡diness and earliness, i.e. "missed due date", together. Earliness is also a¡r

imponant factor as it will result in higher levels of finished goods inventory. The criterion

of mean lateness (ML) was used in some studies, but does not really reflect the idea of

missed due date as the sum of the negative and positive deviations from due date might

offset each other in the ML value. Meanwhile, the criterion of mean absolute lateness

(MAL) is a very appropriate linear measu¡e of missed due dates. Some resea¡chers @ilon

et aJ. 197 6, Ragatz et al. 1984) used the MAL implicitly as one of the crireria in comparing
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due date assignment studies, but no specific studies have yet been performed in comparing

dispatching rules in terms of this missed due date criterion, nor has the interaction of the

decision factors for the crite¡ion been studied. Moreover, employing non-linear measures

of the missed due date are worthwhile when the emphasis is on the exactness and

preciseness of meeting the ta¡get due date. That is, a higher non-linear penalty will be

imposed when a larger deviation from a designated due date occurs. One possible measure

of this requirement is mean square lateness (MSL), a quadratic funcion of missed due daæ.

It is apparent that a¡r accurate estimation of the due date is essential when missed due date

criteria are used, especially when dispatching rules and due date assignment methods are

considered together in the dynamic job shop scheduling.
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CHAPTER 3

Flowtime Analysis of Job Shop Scheduling

wifh FCFS Dispatching Rule

3.1 Introduction

The basic tool for our study ofdynamic shop scheduling is computer simulation, as

a study by analytical means would be too complicated. However, a simulation model

should be validated before any meaningful conclusions can be drawn. A simple way to

validate the model is to run a special case of which the analytical results are available and

examine the output to see whether it is consistent with the theoretical conclusion. The

commonly used test data for a dynamic job shop simulation model are the mean and

variance of job flowtime.

This chapter is intended to derive the formula for the mean and variance of job

flowtime in a general job shop scheduling problem with the FCFS dispatching rule. The

reason we choose the FCFS rule is that it is the simplest rule and has been well studied in

queuing theory applied to single machine scheduling. P¡evious research in this area was

frst conducted by Miyazaki (1981). He obtained his results by algebraic manipulation of

the various shop condifions such as number of machines, machine utilisation, the shop load

ratio, the required number of operations and the mean of processing time. Exact results

werc obtained fo¡ the mean flowtime, while the standard deviation of the flowtime could

only be approximated. Later, Cheng (1985) employed the Laplace transforms merhod to

derive exact results for both mean and standard deviation ofjob flowtime. In this chapter

we develop an altemative model of the derivation of the exact results in a little more general

scenario by pure probability approach.
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3.2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Assumptions of the flowtime analysis model

The following assumptions are made for the analysis of the job shop model.

There are rn single machines in the shop each to perform one of a number of

diffe¡ent types of operations.

Jobs arrive at shop randomly according to a Poisson process with parameær 1,.

The machine processing times P¡, i = I,2, ..., m, ate independent identically

distributed random variables, with a common negâtive-exponential distribution with

meaî pp.

On arrival at the shop, each job is ready for processing with, on the avorage,

l'rg operations to be performed. Each machine is equally likely to process the next

operation of the job. No consecutive operations on the same job a¡e allowed ûo be

processed on the same machine.

The dispatching rule fo¡ each machine is the FCFS (First-Come-First-Serve).

Average workload, P = ImFp, is the same for all the machine; here Â- is the

mean arrival rate at each machine.

The machine set-up times are independent of the job sequence and are included in

the processing time. Transportation time between the machines is ignorrd.

Assumption (4) states that the successive operations ofajob form a Ma¡kov chain

with a fixed transition marix. Assumptions (1) to (5) are sufficient to satisfy a special case

of the Jackson Queuing Network (Jackson 1963, Heyman and Sobel 1982). Jackson

obtained the fascinating theorem based on the network that, in our case, in the steady state,

the distribution of the number ofjobs in each machine can be computed as if the machines

were independent MIMII queues with the same mean arrival rate L^. T\" computational

implications of the theorem are that the job shop system with ¡z machines can be

decomposed into m MIMII identical independent queues,

(5)

(6)

(7)
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The relationship between the mean arrival rate at job shop À and the mean arrival

rate at each machine Çìs:
., - xt'g
,Lm - 

-.
m

3.3 Model Development

In this section, we will analyse the mean and variance of the total waiting time of a

job, then give the corresponding results of the flowtime of a job.

First we consider some properfies of the job waiting time distribution. When a job

arrives at a machine, suppose there are .FI jobs in the machine, including the job under

operation. Iæt R denote the residual service time of the job being served, and P 7, P2, ...,

are the processing times of I1-1jobs requiring service before the new job, then the waiting

time for the aniving job of its jth operation can be expressed as:

W¡ = R+P1+P2+...+PH-1.

The times of starting of successive operations on a machine form a renewal process (faylor

and Karlin, 1984). Each new operation gives the epoch of a renewal. We assume that

XI, X2,... , the interoccurence times of the renewal process, are positive, independent,

identically distributed random variables with mean p. Their cumulative distribution

function is F(X). The interval from the time a job arrives, t, to the time that the

processing of the job is finished, is called the residual liferime (service time), denoted by

rr. Thus, for the equilibrium state, the residual lifetime r, has the distribution:

l3- n t r¡ I x) = 1iu-rrvll¿v'
rró

The /cth moment of the residual time r¡ is given as

E(rk) = E(xk*l)
(k + i)E(x)



proor: E(rk ) = j Ji rn rt - 
"(v)rdv 

= iff r' {Fu,*þr = f Jf ,',{lj vuov}o'

= 1 fltk*lr19at=- ]_-"(xk*l).(k + l)p i0 (k + l)E(X)

Since we have assumed the processing time to be exponentially distributed,

"r*¡=191 =tÉ=qÉ=rn=E(p). (3.1)2E(P) zllp 2ILp ' Y

We will use these properties of the residual time distribution in deriving the mean

and va¡iance of waiting time.

LetW¡ denote a non-negative real random variable expressing the waiting time of

the jth operation of the job and N a positive integer random variable expressing the

number of operations of the job. Then the total waiting time l7 that a job spends on its

routing from machine to machine can be expressed as

N
w= Iw:. (3.2)

j=1

L€t 0N(n)=Pr(N=n) denote the probability that given a job has n operations. By

the law of total probabilty for conditional expectation, the mean total waiting time is

E(w)= fe¡wlN=nþu(n).
n=1

In the model, the waiting times lÍ¿ j = 1 , 2, ..., n are independent and idenrically

distribuæd random variables with mean E(I{z). Thus, we can reduce (3.3) to

E(w)= fnr{w¡)0N(n)
n=l

=E(N)E(wj).

At the beginning of this secrion, each

H-1
wj =R+ I&.

k=1

(3.3)

(3.4)

operation waiting time can be written as
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The calculation of waiting time reflects the FCF,S discipline which arranges jobs by their

arrival sequences. The probability of a new job finding 11 jobs ahead of it waiting for

service is

0H6)=Pt(H=h) h=0,1,2,...

For the steady state, the queuin g thæry for the MIM|1 model gives

oH(h) = (1- p)ph. (3.6)

Again, by the total probabiliry fo¡ conditional expecrarion and (3.1), (3.6), we have

- H-l
E(wj) = lr¡1n+ I+lH = hloH(h)+00(0)

h=l k=i
- H-l

= )æ<ntu = h)+E( Ip*¡n = h)len(h)
h=l k=l

= )tete) + rn - t)E(p)loH(h)
h=1

=å"tnl. (3.7)r-p
By substituting (3.7) into (3.4) ,we have

E(w) = -P-etNletpl.I-p

For the va¡iance of total waiting time W, we first consider the second moment of

the waiting time W¡ for each operation of a job

*lr H-I\2 I
E(w¡2)= )ell n+ L+ I t"=h þH(h)+00(0)

h=r L\ k=l ) l
= i tetn'l * z(h - ÐE(R)E(I) + (h - 1)E(p2) + (h - rxh - 2)E(p)2)eH(n)

h=1
1^1n

= 1os1p3¡ a --P;E@)2 + Jl61pz;.
3 (L-p)' l-p

The second moment of the total waiting time then is
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E(w2) = i"U*, +w2+....+w¡q)2tN = nlQN(n)
n=0

= f tnr{w¡2) + n(n - ÐE(wj)2loN(n)
n=0

= ErN2l{, 
p e,r,}' * 

",*,1þe1r3¡ 
* ¿s1nr¡ * -d--etrlr}.' 'lt-P "J ' '|.3 l-p (r-p)" " )

Therefore, the stand¿¡d deviation of the total waiting time, sr, is obtained æ

1

ry¿ = {e1w2¡-E(w)2}t.

Finally, we consider the job flowtime F by summarising the total waiting time and

total processing time

N
r= )W¡+r¡1.

j=1

The mea¡ flowtime is derived in a manner simila¡ to the derivation of the mean total

waiting time:

."[N I
E(F) = > el Lw:+Pi)N = n þN(n)

n=0 Lj=l I
= E(N)tE(wj)+E(p)l

=, 1 
r1N¡e1r¡.r-p

Similarly, the second moment of flowtime is derived as

- [¡r I
e1r2¡= f, El )tw¡ +ri)2lN = n þ¡1n¡

n=o f¡=r I
= e(NXE(w: +Pj)2 -tE(wj +r¡)12)+r{w2)tE(w¡ +p)12

= E(N2){+E<pl}' * e6lþeqr3¡ +L!1 p2-E(r2; a2l1E(p)2}."tt-p"J "[ 3 l-p'-'(t-p)2--'J

When the higher moments of the processing time are expressed in terms of the fi¡st



moment, we see that the fl1lst two moments of the flowtime in Cheng's (1985) and our

results are the same.

Consequently, the standa¡d deviation of the flowtime can is obtained as:

1

," = Ie rr'21- prpl2Ìã
' t' ")

3.4 Simulation comparison

In this section, the simulation model employed in the next two chapters of the thesis

will be validated by means of the analytical results derived in the preceding section,

The hypothetical job shop follows the assumption of the analytical model. There

are m=5 machines in the shop, each with mean processing time of ¡rn=l. The mean job

arriving rate of the simulation model is determined with the formula:

"- Pm
^ - ,rptrg 

.

We run the simulation with a combination of two values for shop utilisation and

two values for mean number of operations perjob. The simulation settings and results,

together with the analytical counterparts, a¡e listed in table 3.1 and 3.2, referring to the

mean and the standa¡d deviation of flowtime, respectively.

Fo¡ each combination, six independent runs are made. Each run consists of

performance measures collected for 6,000 jobs. The first l,@0 jobs are considered as a

warm-up period and thei¡ data are disca¡ded. The remaining data are then collected and

averaged over the six runs. Paired çtests are used to test for significant differences

between the analyrical and simulation results. Note that there arÊ no significant differences

at c¿=0.05, except the one pair indicated with an asterisk. This confi¡ms the validity of our

simulation model.
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Table 3.i Comparison of mean flowtime

Conditions AnalyticalResults SimulationResults

p=0.9 pe = m

lLg = 2m

p=0.8 pe = m

þe=2m

52.34

r05.26

25.40

47.80

50.74

103.50

25.46

47.72

Table 3.2 Comparison of standa¡d deviation of flowtime

Conditions Anal¡icalResults SimulationResults

p=0.9 ttg = m

þg=2^

P=0.8 pg = m

Ve=2m

35.94

66.53

17.80

30.371

37.63

76.41

t9.71

3s.2s1

l lndicates that they are different at s=0.05 significance level.
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CFIAPTER 4

INVESTIGATION OFJOB SHOP SCHEDULING FOR

MISSED DUE DÄTE PERFORMANCE

In this chapter we shall conduct a comprehensive investigation ofjob shop behaviour

with respect to missed due daæ performance. Specifically, we shall study how dispatching

rules behave under a variety ofdue date tightness levels with two shop load conditions in

terms of the two missed due date criteria MAL and MSL. The model we adopt is to run a

simulation of a hypothetical job shop. In the first section we discuss the selected

performance measures and decision factors. ln the second section a simulation model is set

up to investigate how the decision factors affect the missed due date performance.

Simulation results and discussion are presented in the third section. Finally, a conclusion

is d¡awn in the last section.

4.1 Discussion of the selected performance measure and shop factors

The objective of this investigation is to observe missed due date performance. So far

the concept of missed due date has not been defined clearly nor unanimously in the

literature. Here we interpret a job's missed due date as the absolute value of the difference

of job completion time and job due date, no matter whether the job is actually late or early.

For a complete investigation of job shop scheduling, consideration is given to several

decision factors: disparching rules, due date assignment methods and shop utilisation,

4, 1.1. Performance measure

Four performance measures and their characæristics are described as follows:

(1) Mean Absolute Lateness (MAL): a linear funcrion of evaluation of missed due date

performance.

(2) Mean Square Lateness (MSL): a quadratic function of evaluation of missed

due date performance.
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(3) Mean Flowtime (MF): a basic function testing the efficiency of a dispatching rule.

(4) Mean Tardiness (MT): a basic function regarding rhe non-negative delay after a job's

due date.

According to the definitions in chapær 1, we have

ll4l = Max {0, Li} + Max {0, -I¿} = Ti + Ei,

I¿=Ti-E¡.

(4.1)

(4.2)

F¡om formula 4.1. and 4.2 we can expr€ss ILi I in ærms of L1 and Ti:

llal=2T¡-Ia. (4.3)

We can see from formula (4. 1) that mean absolute lateness (MAL) is the sum of mean

tardiness (MT) and mean earliness (ME). Formula (4.3) shows the MAI can also be

determined by MT and ML.

The four performance measures we selected are independent of each othe¡. We shatl

use the the last two performance measures mostly for the purpose of comparing our results

with other resea¡ch; ttre frst two are the ones on which we mainly concentate in this topic.

The use of the MSL criterion is complementary to the MAL as a measure of the concept

of missed due date. MSL, although ir is a less direct meastrre, will test the ability of a

scheduling system to conEol the magnitude of absoluæ lateness, i.e., it accentuates a larger

number of smaller deviations of the job complete time from its due date more than a small

number of larger deviations.

4. 1.2. Dispatching rules

Four typical dispatching rules are listed in order of increased sophistication of

information used in determining the nexr job to be processed on an available machine.

Since, in our literature survey, sophisticated rules provide hardly more improvement than

most less sophisticated ones, we select simple and easy to implement dispatching rules.

Particularly, they do not need parameter estimation and a¡e more typical of the rules most

often used in both practice and rrsearch.

1) FCFS--a random rule representing the class of "blind" rules, i.e. rules that do not

take any information ofajob or the shop into account, Also, as some analytical results of
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the FCFS are available, this rule can be used to validate the simulation model.

(2) SPT--ajob content-oriented static rule, representing a class of rules that determine

the job priorities in accordance with their own processing characteristics. SPT is often

considered as a simple and powerful rule which provides a benchmark for the comparison

of the mean flowtirne (MF) and mean laæness (ML) performance.

(3) MOD--an operation-orienæd dynamic rule representing a class of the rules using not

only job processing cha¡acteristics but also due date information in determining the jobs

priorities. The MOD rule is reported to perform well on the mean ta¡diness criterion

(Baker, 1984).

(4) CR+SPT--a composite dynamic rule which, like MOD, involves operation due date

setfing but provides more flexible and effective conEol on a job's operation due date and is

tested to be superior to the MOD rule and to other sophisticated rules for mean tardiness

performance (Anderson, 1990).

As the missed due date performance meæu¡e MAL is related to mean lateness and mean

ta¡diness (4.3), we speculate that the rules that perform well in reducing tardiness will also

show satisfying results for missed due date performance. That is another reason we

selected the last th¡ee rules in our investigation.

4.1.4. Due date assignment methods

The TWK method was chosen for this investigation. It is widety regarded as a simple

and effective method in sening both job due dates and operation due daæs @aker 1984). A

very wide range of due date tightness levels * is selected in order to thoroughly investigaæ

the performance of the selecæd scheduling rules.

4.1.5. Shop utilisation

Two levels of shop utilisation were employed in this study: the 807o level reprcsents a

moderately heavy shop load while Íbe 907o represents a heavy one. This is based on

observations made by Baker and Kanet (1983) on recent manufacturing capacity in the

United States. They are also chosen by many previous studies on the dynamic job shop
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scheduling.

4,2 The job shop model

In order to achieve our objective, several experiments were conducted on a simulation

model of a hypothetical job shop. The whole model was written up in discrete simulation

language SIMSCRIPT 11.5 (Russell, 1983). Before srarring, the simulation model was

æsted in comparison with the analytical treatment of flowtime analysis in chapter 3 to make

sure that the model is valid

The required pararneters of the model a¡e as follows:

1. Thejob shop is composed of 5 non-identical machines.

2. The jobs arrivals at the shop form a Poisson process. The interarrival rate is

deærmined by the shop utilisation setting.

3. The number of operations perjob varies uniformly between 1 and 9.

To determine a job's routing, each machine is equally likely to perform the job's

next operation. A machine could perform more than one operation for one job,

but no consecutive opetations are allowed to perform on the same machine.

Operation processing times are exponentially distributed with mean 1 unit of time.

The range of due date tightness levels k is from I to 15.

The warm-up period for the shop, i.e. the time needed to reach its steady state, is

the time interval from start of simulation to the completion of the first 1,000 jobs.

The data are then collected for the next 10,0@ jobs. A general technique for

determining the initial warm-up period is Welch's graphical procedure (Law and

Kelton 1991). Here we simplify it by observing the steady stare rime index of

each replication, and choose the largest time index among them, plus another

surplus as our final initial warm-up period.

To minimise the variation of the results, 6 replications are conducted for each

EeaEnenL

9. Common random numbe¡s are used within each replication as a variance

4,

6.

7.

8.



reduction technique, i.e., for each replication we use the same stream of ¡andom

numbers for all the methods we wish to compare. The use of common random

numbers enables the comparison of different methods under similar experimental

conditions.

4.3 Simulation results and discussion

The results of the 6 replications are averaged and summarised in table 4.1 and 4.2 for

two shop load conditions. For the statistical significance of our results, we a¡e in a

situation similar to that of Anderson and Nyirenda (1990). They argued that the

investigation is concentrating on the comparative performance (here missed due date) ofthe

behaviour of dispatching rules over a large range of due date tightness, rather than seeking

greater statistical significance of smaller range of shop conditions. Nevertheless, the

simulation runs are sufficiently long ttrat we may have a reæonable degree of confidence in

the correctness of our results. In addition, as common random numbers used within each

replication for each rule, the comparative performance of the different dispatching rules on

the six replications are rema¡kably consistent.

For the performance measures MF, MAL and MSL a conesponding graph is drawn

with respect to the different dispatching rules and due date tightness levels.

Figure 4.1 and 4.4 show the results of the performance of mean flowtime (MF) at the

two shop load conditions. As would be expected, the SPT rule dominates fo¡ all due date

tightness levels. CR+SPT performs the second best for all tightness levels. The flowtime

inc¡eases slowly with the increase of the due date allowance for the due date related rules,

which confirms previous observation (Schultz 1989, Anderson 1990). There is no

inte¡action between shop load and dispatching rule. Higher load requires longer flowtime

for each rule.

Figure 4.2 and 4.3 depict the behaviour of the four dispatching rules under a variety of

due date tightness levels for the missed due date performance, both with the heavy shop

load (907o utilisation). Detailed discussion of the two fîgu¡es follows:
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1. No one rule dominates in all due date tightness levels. Rules that perform well with

the ta¡diness criterion (see Table 4.1) also perform relatively well with the missed due date

criteria. This reflects the effect of the tardiness component in the missed due date criteria

(see equation 4.3).

2. Each dispatching rule in the figures exhibits a U-shaped curve. That means that, fo¡

a given rule, the minimum missed due date can be achieved by means of setting an

appropriate due date tightness level. For the FCFS rule the curve is relatively flat and

symmetric; and the minimum lateness point level for the MSL criterion confirms Cheng's

(1986) theoreticat conclusion.

3. The relative order of performance of rules at each tightness level is almost the same

for the two perfoûnance measures; only, as expected, the differences among the curves in

MAL are magnified and shifted somewhat in MSL (see Figure 4.3). This illuseates that the

relative performance is not strongly affected by the expression of missed due date.

4. At the tightest allowance level (k=1), almost no jobs finish ahead of the due date (or

operation due date). So the SPT component plays a key role in both MOD and CR+SPT

rules, and their performances are very close to those of the SPT's.

5. For the relatively tight allowance levels (k=3,5), the CR+SPT and MOD a¡e

superior. The reason is that the majority of jobs are late, thus tardiness plays a major part

in the MAL criterion. Rules that employ due date information will perform better. Further,

the CR+SPT rule, which assigns more flexible and effective operation due dates than the

MOD rule, ouþerforms the MOD in this range.

6. For mode¡ate due date allowance levels (k=7, 9), there is a crossover in the MAL

performance of the rules. As more and more jobs finish ahead of their scheduled due

dates, rules that perform well in reducing tardiness, and thus increasing earliness, will

inc¡ease their missed due date rapidly. That is why there is a crossover between SPT and

FCFS, a¡d between CR+SPT and MOD fo¡ the mean absolute lateness criterion (ÏfAL),

7. For the loose scenario (k=11, 13, 15), the missed due dates increase rapidly for
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almost all the rules as the allowance increases. In this range, job tardiness is near zero,

lateness (here negative) becomes the dominant factor in the MAL (equation 4.3). The

CR+SPT ald MOD rules, which can effectively use job due date information, catch up

with the slowly increasing graph for the FCFS rule.

8. In general, as expected, due date based rules perform well in both cases. The

CR+SPT ouçerforms the MOD in the mean tardiness (MT), so it is marginally better than

MOD for the MÄL criterion in the ¡elatively tight allowance levels.

For the moderately heavy shop utilisation (807a), the behaviour of the disparching rules

against the due date allowance is depicted in Figure 4.5 and.4.6. Because at weaker

tightness levels (larger È) for this lighter shop load, the curves tend to become parallel, that

is, they are less significant, the due date tightness levels are shown only up to 11. We

observe that the performance measures MAL and MSL are similar to their heavy load

(907o) counterparts only in that the tightness level /c for the optimal performance for each

rule shifts to the left. This can be explained by noting that, as the shop load decreases, jobs

are more likely to finish on schedule. So the due date tightness can be set at a relatively

smaller &-value than that in the heavy shop load scenario. In addition, the differences

between rules are not as apparent as in the situation of 907o uÍhzatton.

4.4 Conclusions

ln this chapter we ran a simulation model to investigate the behaviour of a dynamic job

shop with three decision factors for missed due date performance. The results indicate that

dispatching rules behave differently under various due date tightness levels. An optimal

missed due date can be achieved by assigning an appropriate due date allowance level for a

specifTc dispatching rule. Rules using due daæ informarion peform better for the MAL and

MSL than rules which do not. There is no significant difference in the interaction of

dispatching rules and due date tightness between two shop load conditions except that

higher tightness levels æe needed in order to reach the optimal point of missed due date



performance as the shop load increases. The general pattem in the graphs for MSL (the

non-linear function of missed due date) is similar to that for MAL (the linear function of the

missed due date); we only observe that, for the four dispatching rules, there is a shift in the

relative levels of absolute lateness as well as in the crossover points between the two

criteria.



Table 4.1 Performance offour dispatching rules under 907o shop utilization

SPT CR+SPT

MF1
J

5

7

9
11

13

15

51.72
51.72
5t.72
51.72

51.72
51.72
5t.72
5r.72

46.75
37.t5
28.88

22.24
17.15
t3.27
10.32

8.07

46.75
37.50
30.90
27.57
27.35
29.54
33.s9
39.03

23.53
23.53
23.53
23.53
23.53
23.53
23.53
23.53

18.56
10.48
7.24
5.68

4.69
4.00
3.45
3.02

18.56
t2.35
15.81

22.65
30.62
39. 18

48.04
57.12

23.56
24.56
27.71
30.37
32.53
34.16
35.28
35.87

r 8.58
10.41

6.44

3.89
2.32
1,.33

0.75
0.40

18.58
11.18

10.04
1,2.23

16.87
23.22
30.91
39.58

23.53
24.39
26.62
28.59
30.02
30.85
31.74
32.25

18.56
10.23
5.57
2.79
t.24
0.54
0.19
0.0s

18.56
11.00

9.40
11.82
17.26
24.95
33.29
42.48

I

5

7

9

11

13

15

MSL 3929 2608 2570 2608
2894 2t32 1895 t789
2148 1946 1456 1125
t692 2049 1047 630
1526 2442 870 659
1649 3123 1103 1096
2062 4094 t@ 1796
2764 5354 2465 2811

1

3

5

7

9

11

13

15

1

5

7

9

11

13

15



Table 4.2 Performa¡rce of four dispatching rules under 807o shop utilization

CR+SPT

MFl
J

5

7

9

11

13

15

27.79
27.79
27.79
27.79
27.79
27.79
27.79
27.79

22.81
r4.07

8.44

5.20
3.34
2.23
1.55

1.10

22.8r
L5.28
13.98
17.46
23.07
31.43
40.02
49.09

15.48
15.48
15.48
15,48
15.48
15.48
15.48
15.48

10.50

3.68
1.84

1.18

0.81
0.60
0.46
0.35

10.50
6.82

13.08
21.71

30.93
40.45

50.12
59.87

15.43
16.58
18.51

t9.73
20.40
20.65
20.88
21.0t

10.45

3.48
t.20
0.40
0.13
0.03
0.01

0.01

10.45
5.3r
8.79

15.91

24.67
34.20
43.85
53.66

15.48
16.t4
17.30
18.05
18.74
19.08
19.28
t9.56

10.50

3.t9
0.80

0.18
0.03
0.01

0.01
0.01

10.50

5.18
9.19

t7.t6
26.13
35.69
45.43

55.1 1

I

5

7

9

11

13

15

1

J

5

7

9

11

13

i5

MSL 1 1006 486 499 486
3 571 309 240 227
5 426 421 221 191

7 571 823 M7 495
9 1006 1514 952 1079
11 t73t 2495 1752 1936
13 2746 3765 2806 3083
15 4050 5325 4t45 4484
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Figure 4.4 mean flowtime of 80% utilization
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CHAPTER 5

TWO NEW DUE DATE METHODS FOR IMPROVING

MISSED DUE DÄTE PERFORMANCE

In chapter 4, we have investigated job shop scheduling for missed due date

performance. We found that for each dispaæhing rule the performance varies greatly with

the amount of due date tightness under a certain shop load condition. Optimal results can

be achieved by addressing an appropriate tightness level for a given dispatching rule. This

investigation has motivated us to go further on the study of decision factors in order to

obtain an improved performance. Considering the decision factors in the job shop

scheduling, it is obvious to see that missed due date performance strongly depends upon

the due daæ setting; an accu¡ate estimation of the job flowtime which is then to be assigned

as the due date allowance to an arriving job will surely improve the missed due daæ

performance,

In this chapter we will introduce two new due date assignment methods which aim

at improving the missed due date performance. These come from very common ståtic due

date methods, but assign the due date dynamically based on the feedback ofjob shop load

information. The fi¡st two sections will introduce these two dynamical models. Section

three will present a new dispatching rule which will enhance performance when combined

with the proposed dynamic due date models. A simulation comparison will be conducted

in section fou¡. Simulation results will be discussed and analysed in the last section.

5.1 Dynamic TWK due date method (DTIryK)

Among the simple and eæy to implement due daæ methods, TWK achieves the best

value for the tardiness-related performance criteria @aker 1984). In the preceding chapter,
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we saw that different levels of the allowa¡ce factor ¡esult in different performance in terms

of the rwo missed due date criteria. The graphs depicting the MAL ard MSL results show

a U-curve of which the value reaches the lowest point at a certain tightness level.

The regular TWK is a static- and job character-related due date method; that is, it

issues the same tightness level to all jobs based only on ttreirjob file information (i,e., total

processing time). If two jobs have the same amount of work, the same allowance will be

given to them, regardless of what the cur¡ent shop load is, i.e. whether heavy or moderate.

This kind of due date assignment lacks the means of estimating job flowtime dynamically

with the help of current shop information. It does not help the missed due date criteria

which stress the importance of meeting job due date as closely as possible, by setting the

due date allowance equal to the dynamicatly estimaæd flowtime of each individual job.

To motivate using the cuÍent job shop information with the TWK assignment

method, we ran a hypothetical job shop model while observing the job shop status

information dynamically. The simulation runs employ the FCFS dispatching rule with the

optimal TWK (k=8) method for the MAL performance under the 907o shop utilisation.

(this is exactly one of the replications investigaæd in the previous chapter). The beginning

sampling time is selected to make srre that the simulation model has reached its steady

state. Then the following 2,000 jobs' sample data, from the l,@lth to the 3,000th job, are

collecæd

For illustration, the sampling data a¡e shown in Figures 5.1-5.3. Figure 5.1 graphs

the number of jobs in the shop versus time. We see that the number of jobs in the system

fluctuates greatly over over the long period of time, That means shop load is not quite

steady.
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Comparing Figures 5.1 and 5.2 we observe how job flowtime is affected by shop

load: a much longer flowtime (and higher variance) is produced in the early stages of

sampling due to the heavier shop load condition. From Figure 5.3 it is clear that most jobs

a¡e late in this period, i.e. the magnitude of tardiness is very high while, fo¡ the remaining

part of the sampling period, mostjobs finish ahead of their scheduled due date. Although

this replication selects the optimal tightness factor k=8 for the mean absolute lateness

criterion, the bias produced by using a fixed tightness level in estimating the flowtime

reflects the lack of dynamical adjustment in setting the due date .

These graphs prompted us to estimate job flowtime dynamically, so that, when the

shop load is heavy, a relatively longer flowtime allowance is assigned to an arriving job; in

the opposite case, a shorter allowance would be given. For the TWK method, a modified

form can be constructed by providing a dynamic allowance factor ,t

If we let Ns denote the number of jobs in the system, Little's law for a steady state

of the shop is expressed by

E(Ns) = l. EG). (5.1)

If we assume that shop load is relatively steady for the short period of time, then we

can approximate the average flowtime in the shop at any given time t in this period:

. - Nstrr = _. (5.2)|I

Thus the dynamic allowance factor for a job newly arriving at time ¡ would be determined

by the current average flowtime. Denoting mean processing time and average number of

operations per job by ttp ^d |tg respectively, we see that ppl¿g is the average total job

processing time. læt *¡ denote the real tightness level at the time t when a new job

arrives, then

r-- Ft
(5.3)

ttptrg

To prevent allowance facto¡s less than one, we use max[l, /<¡J instead of &;, and defÏne
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the corresponding dynamic due date by

mi
di = ri + maxll, ti 1 Lp,¡. (5.4)

j=1

Substituting (5.2) and (5.3) into (5.4) we have the dynamic TWK @TWK) formula

(s.s)

In this formula, the parameters conceming the average job and shop cha¡acteristics

are available, and the number ofjobs in the system, Nst, can be obtained at the time each

job arrives, so that the dynamic due date can be deærmined.

We hope this new dynamic TWK method will provide more accurate estimation of

flowtime by assigning an appropriate allowance factor on the basis of the feedback from

curfent job shop status at the time ajob arrives at the shop. Therefore, missed due date

performance should be enhanced accordingly.

Figure 5.4 depicts job lateness versus time, with the same settings as in ñgure 5.3,

but the dynamic due date model (DTWK) is employed insæad of the static one. Comparing

the two figures, it is clear that lateness is distributed more evenly around the tårgeted due

date in figure 5.4 than in figure 5.3. This demonstrates that the dynamic due date model,

by using feedback from shop load information, is capable of adjusting the due date

estimation dynamically, so that missed due date performance is improved.

5.2 Dynamic PPW due date method (DPPW)

By using the same concept that led us to the dynamic TWK in the last section, we

can also design a dynamic PPW due date method (DPPW).

Again, denoting the total number of jobs in the queues of each machine by Nq,we

can write Little's law as

E(Nq)=ÀE(\Ð' (5'6)

Then, at any time t for a short period of steady state, the average waiting time can be

di=ri+,r*t i,ffi r To,:
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approximated as

The corresponding estimaæd waiting time for each new job can bo deærmined by

Wtmi.

Pg

Thus the dynamic PPW due date (DPPW) is

wr=+

di=,i+äru.ff

(5.7)

(5.8)

(s.e)

Again, all parameten are available each time a job anives. So the due date ca¡ be

determined intemally, based on both the individual job file and shop status information.

The advantage of the dynamic methods is that they are simple to implement; in

particular, they do not require any preliminary n¡ns to estimate the parameters, which is a

prerequisiæ step of most other dynamic due date models.

5.3 A modified CR+SPT dispatching rule (ALL+CR+SPT)

In the investigation of dynamic scheduling of the preceding chapter, the CR+StlT

rule is found to be the best of all dispatching rules for mean ta¡diness under a variety of due

date tightness levels. For the missed due date criteria MAL and MSL, it also reaches the

lowest points of the missed due date crite¡ia at certain tightness levels. These results tell us

that the CR+SPT rule has a good control over the scheduling process, that can render the

job complete time æ close æ possible to the arget due date.

In order to take advantage of the CR+SPT rule to make it more capable of

improving missed due date performance, we create a modified CR+SPT rule called

ALL+CR+SPT ( ALL stands for allowance ). To go with this new rule, two sepatate

queues are created for each machine, one having priority over the other. Jobs which a¡e

certain to be late (i.e., having non-positive allowances) are placed in the priority queue, in

which the SPT rule is employed The CR+SPT rule is then used for the secondary queue.
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The reason we add a priority queue for modification is that a higher priority should

be given to the jobs that are actually late, if any, so as to reduce any avoidable delay. SPT

should be employed in the priority queue to minimize the average tardiness part of the late

jobs, since any time that latejobs spend waiting and being processed after their due dates

will contribuæ to the total amount of tardiness (the part of missed due date). Here we use

the property that the SPT performs best for the mean flowtime in the general scheduling

scenario,

5.4 Simulation Experiment

The major objective of this work is to evaluate the proposed due date assignment

methods and the modified dispatching rule fo¡ missed due date performance. A factorial

design is employed to efficiently study the effects of shop factors on the selected

performance measures. Factors to be evaluated are due date assignment methods,

dispatching rules and shop utilisation. Table 5.1 lists the parameters.

For comparison to the two proposed dynamic due date models @TWK and

DPPW), we choose their conesponding counterparts of static due date determination

methods (I'WK and PPW). To do this we use the optimal results for each combination of

due date method, dispatching rule and shop utilisation. We have already obøined these

figures for the TWK methods, we only need to repeat this for PPW, the other static

method. Five typical dispatching rules (including the new one ALL+CR+SPT)

representing different levels of using information in the job selection are included (see

descriptions in chapter 4). Shop utilization rates of 807o and 907o are again selected

representing the moderately heavy and heavy shop load conditions.

The performance measures collected again are: mean absolute laæness (MAL) and

mean square lateness (MSL).
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Table 5.1 Decision factors setting

Number of levels

Dispatching rules FCFS, SPT, MOD, CR+SPT, ALL+CR+SPT

Due date methods TWK, PPW, DTWK, DPPW,

Shop utilization 807o, 90Vo

In order to provide a fair basis for the comparison between the job shop decision

facto¡s, common sets of random numbers of job's operation processing time, job route,

number of operations per job and job arrival rate are chosen for each combination of the

three decision factors for each simulation run of 10,000 jobs . As befo¡e, we use common

sets of random numbers for variance reduction. For each of the 40 ( 5x4x2 ) experiments,

six independent runs are made. The data are then gathered and averaged over the six runs.

Therefore, this investigation consists of a complete factorial experiment in th¡ee factors

with 6 repeats per factorlevel combination.

5.5 Results and Discussion

The results of the factorial experiment are summarized in Table 5.2 and 5.3. Each

item in the table is an average of the six replications of the experiment. To observe the

overall performance, analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to test the effects of various

levels of a factor and to detect the interaction betrveen the factors. When ANOVA indicates

significance of the main factors and their interaction, further investigation can be performed

by a statisrical comparison technique to explore rhe characreristic of individual factor,

among which, the due date dete¡mination is the major concern in our study.

5

4

2
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The results of the missed due date performance in tables 5.2 and 5,3 indicate a great

variation among the combinations of the three decision facto¡s. Performance deteriorates as

shop utilisation increases. In particular, there is a drastic deterioration in the mean square

lateness (MSL). To explain this we note that, the more congested the shop condition, the

less stable the scheduling system becomes, thus causing increases in job flowtime as well

as in its variability. With the due date independent dispatching rules, their MAL

performance figures at high utilisation almost double (the flowtimes also double as

observed in the preceding chapter). With due date dependent dispatching rules this kind of

increase is much lower (50-707o). This demonstrates that due date information is very

helpful in contolling and coordinating the scheduling process that renders the performance

more resistant to shop load variations.

Table 5.2 Mean Absolute Lateness (MAL)

Util. Due Date

Method

Dispatching Rule

FCFS SPT MOD CR+SPT ALL+CR+SPT

90Vo DTWK
DPPW
TWK
PPW

DTWK
DPPW

TWK
PPW

4.57

5.01

7.25

7.98

3.4t
3.45

4.27
4.73

5.00

5.48

9.28
10.01

3.58

3.61

5.19
5.84

20.54 t2.66 5.49

13.52 t4.67 6.12
24.00 10.56 7.63

19.93 1t.99 8.27

80Vo 10,00

7.21

lt.20
9.68

6.27

6.87

5.93
5.94

3.6s

3.71

4.35
4.70
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Table 5.3 Mean Square Lateness (MSL)

Util. Due Date

Method

Dispatching Rule

FCFS SPT MOD CR+SPI ALL+CR+SPT

9j%o

807o

DTWK
DPPW

TWK
PPW

DTWK
DPPIV

TWK
PPW

8 81.0

355.9

t132.6
785.5

2t8.1
103.5

257.6

191.7

158.7

189.6

163.0

193.6

47.6
56.4

101.3

113.0

1181.1 279.0 152.3 59.8
1376.5 350.9 193.3 65.4

1226.2 503.2 355.1 260.0
1395.0 575.8 4t9.8 309.2

36.3 28.4
43.0 27.3
88.5 72.3
98.0 77.1

For the performance of job dispatching rules, tables 5,2 and 5,3 demonstrate that

due date dependent rules outperfonn due date independent rule in both MAL and MSL.

Among the dree similar due date related rules, the CR+SPT rule appears to be the best with

respect to MAL fo¡ almost all due date settings and shop utilisations. This rule was

invented by Anderson and Nyirenda (1990) with the aim to provide more flexibiliry in

addressing the dynamic operation due date than the well known MOD rule; their research

demonstrated its superiority in the mean ta¡diness (MT) performance. Our study obtains

evidence of the effectiveness of CR+SPT in reducing MAL; this supports, from another

point of view, the ability of this rule in process scheduling to meet job due dates as close as

possible.

The results of the MSL criterion which accounts for non-linea¡ deviation ofjob

lateness, show the superiority of the ALL+CR+SPT rule (our modified CR+SPI rule with

the function of expediting already late jobs) in controlling greater values of absolute
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lateness. The performance is even much better than the closely related due date dependent

rules (e.g., MOD and CR+StlT). The MSL for ALL+CR+SPT is only half as large as for

MOD and two thirds of that for CR+SPT. When we use dynamic due date methods, this

superiority becomes more evident, MSL is reduced to only 2l-237o of the static ones at

907¿ urilisation and 35-39Vo at 807o utilisation.

Dynamic due date assignment methods exhibit a performance superior to that of

thei¡ static counterparts. Under all combinations of dispatching rules (except for SIrI) and

shop loads the missed due date performance is greatly improved when dynamic models are

employed. This is more evident in the case of due date dependent dispatching rules;

e.g.,the MAL is reduced 37 7o with CR+SPT at 907¿ utilisation and,20-277o aT 80Vo

utilisation, the corresponding MSL was reduced 77Vo al90Vo utilization. For MAL the

overall best performance is obtained with dynamic methods in conjunction with the

CR+SPT rule; while for MSL this is achieved in conjunction with the ALL+CR+SPT rule.

Therefore, dynamic due date determination models in conjunction with the delicate due date

related disparching rules provide the greaæst improvement in missed due date performance.

This conclusion confirms our belief that a good performance relies greatly on the

integration ofjob dispatching rules and due date determination methods.

The results are analysed using a three factor analysis of variance model. The th¡ee

factors are: due date assignment method, job dispatching rule and shop utilisation. The

interaction within each of the three pairs of of every two factors is also studied. In

addition, the use of common ra¡rdom numbers in the simulation run allows the replication

to be treated as a blocking variable, which helps account for any variation caused by within

block differences. Including of biocking variables can increase the precision of an

experiment, since differences among blocks are removed from the experimental e¡ror in the

analysis of the results (Petersen, 1985). The ANOVA results presented in Tables 5.4 and

5.5 suggest all th¡ee factors significantly affect the performance of MAL and MSL. Also,
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the interactions between every two factors are significant. The interactions between due

date methods and job dispatching rules can be illusrated by figures 5.5 to 5.8. We observe

interaction among the job due date independent dispatching rules. In the FCFS rule, the

dynamic due daæ models are better than their static counterparts, while in the SPT rule the

situation is reversed. The plos indicate that the intoduction of dynamic due date methods

has no benefit for the missed due date performance when the SPT rule is employed, as SPT

has no such mechanism of employing job due date information to control and coordinate

the scheduling process. As well, the significance of the replication variable shows the

correctness of treating the replication as a blocking variable that accounts for variation

caused by within block differences.

Since common random numbers are used in this experimental design, there is a

dependency between the sample obseruations of the simulation runs within each

replication. The well-known multiple comparison techniques are no longer suitable for

solving this problem. However, the averages of the differences of the two paired

observations are independent. Thus, a paired f-test can be employed to detect the

significance of the difference in performance for every pair of due date methods. For each

combination of shop utilisation and dispatching rule, there are six paired t+ests required

for the four due date methods. In this study, this results in 120 paired t-tests, i.e., 6

(comparison) x 5 (dispatching rule) x 2 (utilisation) x 2 þerformance).

Within each individual comparison of the paired t-test, the confldence level is set at

957o. For the 6 pairs of means to be compared, each with a 0.05 probability of type I

error, the chance of making at least one type I error is much higher than 0.05. A

pessimistic approximation (assuming the independence of comparison) of the probabiliry of

"experimentwise" (Kleijnen, 797 4) enor rare is 1-(1-0.05)6=2 6,497o, In order to achieve

an "experimentwise" error rate of 0.05, according to the Bonferroni approach , each

individual comparison eÍor rate should be 0.008 for the 6 comparisons.
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Table 5.4 ANOVA results for Mean Absolute Lateness (MAL)

S ource MSssDF Pr>F

Replication

Due date Method (A)

Dispatching Rute @)

Utilization (C)

A*B

A*C

B*C

Erro¡

5

J

4

1

t2

J

4

207

133. 18

1,81.67

3023.52

1393.17

387.69

29.01

517.77

227.40

26.64 24.25 0.0001

60.56 55.12 0.0001

755.88 688.07 0.0001

1393.17 1268.19 0.0001

32.31 29.41 0.0001

9.67 8.80 0.0001

129.44 t17.83 0.0001

1.10

Table 5.5 ANOVA results for Mean Square Lateness (MSL)

Source Pr>F

Replication

Due daæ Method (A)

Disparching Rule @)

Utilization (C)

A*B

A*C

B*C

Error

5

J

4

I

t2

-1

2534934

97t884

12735813

13803032

1232463

3999s6

7650027

5508967

506987 19.05 0.0001

323961 12.17 0.0001

3183953 1t9.64 0.0001

13803032 518.65 0.0001

102705 3.86 0.0001

133319 5.01 0.0023

1912507 7r.86 0.0001

266t3

4

207
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Tables 5.6 and 5.7 represent the results of the paired f-tests . The four due date

methods were ra¡ked in their performance for each combination of job dispatching rule and

shop utilisation. The bar beside the names of due date method indicates that the

performance of the pair of due date methods is not significant for the paired r+est. The

ranking of the due date methods reveals that dynamic due date settings are significantly

better than their static counterparts for most cases. The rankings of due date performance

with different dispatching rules a¡e almost the same on both shop load conditions. This

illustrates that the relative performance ofdue date methods is not affected by changes in

shop loading. However, the significance of differences within each ranking is different for

the two shop utilisations with the MAL performance measure. For the moderately heavy

shop load(807o utilisation), there is no significant difference within each group ofdue date

models, while this kind of similarity disappears for the heavy shop load (907o utilisation).

This demonstrates that the TIVK method is superior to PPW, which makes TWK more

applicable in a wide range of shop load conditions.

5.6 Conclusion

The factorial experiment conc¡ming the three major job decision factors provided us

with several conclusions. First, dynamic due date models exhibit excellent missed due date

pedormance by addressing more accurâte and precise estimation of job flowtime than thei¡

static counterpa¡ts. This illustrates dynamic feedback of shop load information is very

useful in due date setting. Also, in most cases, there is not much difference in the

performance of TWK and PPW among the dynamic models nor among the static ones.

Second, due daæ dependent dispaæhing rules are superior to due date independent rules by

incorporating due date information in controlling the scheduling process. The more

sophisticated ALL+CR+SPT rule enhances the Mean Square Lateness (IMSL) performance

significantly (see Figure 5.9). Thtd, the best missed due date performance is obtained by
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the combination of a dynamic due date model with a due date dependent dispatching rule.
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Uril.
Dispatching Rule

FCFS SPT MOD CR+SPT ALL+CR+SPT

DPPW TWK DTWK DTWK DTWK
I PPW I PPW I DppV/ DPPW DppWgOVo I DTWK I DTWK I rWx TWK TwKTWK DPPV/ ppy PPW ppw

DPPW lrwr lorwr lurwr lorwr
r PPW tr PPW rOppW I OppW I OppW

B1Vo llDTWK I DTWK lrWn lrwr TlvKI TIVK DPPW lppW I ppw ppw

Table 5.6 Comparison of due date methods with MAL

uril.
Dispatching Rule

FCFS SPT MOD CR+SPT ALL+CR+SPT

DPPW
, PPW

govo I orwr
TWK

DTWK
TWK I

DPPW I

PPW

DTWK I DTWKDPPW I oppwTWK , 1WKPPw I rew

DTWK
DPPW
TWK
PP}V

DPPW IDTWK lorwr lorwr
I PPW I TWK | ¡ppW I nppW

B0To llDT}VK IDPPW lrwr lTwKI TWK I PPW I ppW I ppw

DPPIV
DTWK
TWK
PPW

Table 5.7 Comparison of due date methods with MSL
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Figure 5.5 MAL at 90% utilization
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Figure 5.6 MAL at 80% utilization
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Figure 5.7 MSL at 90% utilization
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH DIRECTION

The purpose of this chapær is to summarise the completed research and identify

possible future resea¡ch directions. The frst section outlines the contribution of the

research presented. The second ad&esses thg ümitations of the proposed models and some

possible improvement on cunent missed due date research.

6.1 Contribution of current research

We have identified the importance of studying the missed due date issue in

dynamic job shop scheduling. In the literatue review of chapter two we have found that

no systematic study of missed due date performance has yet been conducted. Many

researchers have emphasized the tardiness aspect ofdue date related performance, giving

the impression, by default, that earliness is tole¡able. With the current emphasis on JIT

manufacturing, both tardiness and earliness are undesirable. Thus meeting the target due

date as close as possible would be of significance in modern manufacturing practice. In

this research, we have selected two typical criteria, MAL and MSL, to tepresent the missed

due date measures.

In chapter four we conducted a comprehensive study ofjob shop behaviour

with respect to missed due date performance by means of computer simulation. The

experiment setting included three major decision factors ofjob shop scheduling. Four

typical dispatching rules were compared against due date sening under two shop load

conditions. The simulation results show that different dispatching rules behave differently

under a variety of due date tightness levels, i.e. interaction of dispatching rules and due

date allowance is demonstrated. Given a dispatching rule, optimal missed due date

performance can be achieved by assigning an appropriate iightrress level. Rules which

perform well by the tardiness criterion also appear to pedorm well with respect to the



missed due date measures.

The investigation ofjob shop missed due date behaviour has motivated us to

study further the factors that affect the due date performance. In chapter five, by observing

the phenomenon of the fluctuating shop loads, we developed two simple due date

determination models @TWK and DPPW) which take account of this phenomenon by

dynamically assigning job due date allowance by adjusting the flowtime estimates. Our

simulation results have proved the proposed dynamic models superior to their static

counterparts. In addition, we also constructed a modified dispatching rule,

ALL+CR+SPT, which can further enhance the the performance of MSL criterion when

used with dynamic due date models. Ir is wonhwhile to note that the proposed due date

models, which do not require any parameter estimation, are simple and easy to implement.

6.2 Limitations and directions for future research

The proposed due date determination models use strict job shop assumptions,

such as equal utilization for all machines in the shop. In reality, machine utilisation is

known to be higher for some machines than others. Doing away with this assumption will

lead to a more complicated study of unbalanced shop loads and bottleneck problems,

Also, during a certain time period, some machines may have heavier loads than

others. In our model of dynamic due date determination, for simplicity, we assume that

variation of machine loads spreads over the entire job shop. That is, if the loading of the

shop increases, every machine in the shop will have its load increased. However, this may

not always be the case in a real situation. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to explore a

morc accurate estimation of job flowtime by estimating the time that each operation will take

with reference to the machine load information of the machine on the job's routing.

The proposed due date models are based on both analytical and empirical

studies. The analytical approach is not strictly accurate due to the approximation involved

(see section 5.1). The empirical studies actually provide one method of due date

determination. Based on the underlying principle using the current shop information to



faciltate flowtime estimation, we have modif,red two widely used versions of static due d¿te

setting methods. More complex and sophisticated methods rendering more precise

estimation could be constructed in this direction.

In chapter 3, we employed an analytical approach to derive the mean and

standard deviation of job flowime. The resulting mean flowtime can logically be assigned

as job due date allowance, as Cheng (1986) did fo¡ the TWK and TWK+NOP methods.

The major limitation of this approach is that the model requires very restrictive Jackson

Queuing Network assumptions, among which FCFS is the required dispatching rule, and it

is well known the FCFS rule is not much good for either of the two groups of performance

measures. This leaves an open area for the analytical approach by considering other rules

than FCFS (e.g., those that are known to perform well with the heuristic approach).
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Al]l)endix

SIMSCRIPT code for dynamíc job shop scheduling

PREAMBI-.,E
I-,AST COT-.,LIMN IS 72
NORMAI-JI-JY, MODE IS INTEGER
PERMANENT ENTITIES

EVERY MACHÏNE TIAS A STATUS AND OWNS A QUEUE
DEFINE STATUS AS AN INTEGER VARIABI-jE

TEMPORÂRY ENTITIES
EVERY ,fOB }IAS AN ARRIVAL.TIME, A DUE.DATE, A PRIORITY,

A TOT.PROC.TTME,MAY BELONG TO A QUEUE, OWNS A ROUTTNG
DEFINE DUE.DATE ANÐ ARRfVAL.TTME AS REAL VARIABIJES
DEFINE TOT . PROC . TIME AS A REAIJ VARIABI]E
ÐEFINE PRIORÏTY AS A REAL VARIABIJE
DEFINE ROUTÏNG AS A FIFO SET
DEFTNE QUEUE AS A SET

EVERY OPERATION HAS A MACHTNE. DESTINED AND A PROCESS.TIME
AND BELONGS TO A ROUTTNG
DEFINE PROCESS . TIME AS A REAIJ VARIABIJE
DEFINE MACHINE. DESTTNED AS AN INTEGER VARTABIJE

EVENT NOTICES INCI-jI]DE L]OB . ARRIVA]-J AND END , OF . S IMUI-JATf ON
EVERY END.OF.PROCESS HÄS AN ITEM ÃND A PRODUCER
PRIORITY ORDER IS END.OF. PROCESS, .fOB. ARRIVAL

AND END . OF. SIMULATION

BEFORE DESTROYÏNG TTOB CAI-.']-J STAY. TIME
DEFINE STAY, IJATENESS, ABS . IjATENESS AS REAIJ VARIABIJES
DEFÏNE TARDINESS AS REAT-j V.AR IÄBÍ-jE

TAI.,]-jY AVG , STAY AS THE MEAN OF STAY
TAIJLY AVG. LATENESS AS THE MEAN OF LATENESS
TA]-jl]Y AVG . ABS . IJATENESS AS THE MEAN OF ÄBS . TTATENESS
TAIJIJY AVG. SQR. I'ATENESS AS THE MEAN. SQUARE OF TJATENESS
TALLY AVG. TARDINESS AS THE MEAN OF TARDTNESS
TAI,IJY STD. DEV. STAY AS THE STD. DEV OF STAY

DEFINE SHOP.LOAD, MEAN. PROC. T]ME, INTER. ÄRRIVA], AS REAL VARIABLES
DEFÏNE TTGHT. FACTOR AS AN INTEGER V.ARTABLE
DEFINE IDTJE TO MEAN O

DEFINE BUSY TO MEAN 1
DEFÏNE HOURS TO MEAN UNITS
ÐEFfNE NUM. JOB, NUM. OPN, Df SPATCH. RUI-,E AS INTEGER VARIABLES
DEFINE TOT. MACHINE, MAX. OPN AS INTEGER VARIABLES
DEFÏNE FÏNISHED..JOB, DUE. DATE. METHOD AS AN TNTEGER VARIABI,E
DEFINE OPN. TIME, TOT. FIJOWTIME, TfGHTNESS AS REAIJ VARTABLES

TALLY AVG.TIGHTNESS AS THE MEAN OF TIGHTNESS
DEFTNE TOT. TN.SHOP, TOT. fN.QUEUE AS INTEGER VARIABIJES

ENÐ
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MAIN

PERFORM INÌTTALTZATION

PRINT 2 I-JINE WITH SHOP. LOAD THUS
JOB SHOP SIMULATION WITH SHOP LOAD = . **

FOR DUE. DATE. METHOD=I- TO 11 BY 1, DO '' L,oop for due daLe
SKIP 1 OUTPUT LINE
PRINT 1 LINE WITH DUE.DATE.METHOD THUS

DUE DATE METHOD *
PRÏNT 1 DOUBI-jE ÏJTNE THUS
DISP . M. FLOWTIME M. LATE M. ABS . LATE M. SQR . T-jATE
M. TARD]NESS STD . DEV. FIJOWTIME M. TIGHTNESS

FOR DfSPATCH.RULE=1 TO 5, DO '' L,oop for dispar.ching rule
r_jET SEED.V(1)=108730027 r,ET SEED.V(2) =83955577
LET SEED.v(3)=320190909 rJET SEED.v(4) =90955437L

FOR EACH MACHINE, DO ,, cl-ear the queue
],ET STATUS=fDIJE
FOR EACH .JOB TN QUEUE , DO

FOR EACH OPERATION IN ROUTTNG, DO
REMOVE THE FIRST OPERÄTTON FROM ROUTING
DESTROY THE OPERATTON

L,OOP
REMOVE THE .fOB FROM QUEUE
DESTROY THE JOB

LOOP
LOOP

RESET TOTAIjS OF STAY, IJATENESS , ABS . LATENESS , TARDINESS ,
TIGHTNESS

T-JET Tf ME . V= O

LET NUM . .fOB= O

L.,ET FINISHED . .lOB= 0
LET TOT. FLOWTTME=O

SCHEDUI-.,E A ,JOB. ARRTVAL NOW

START S IMUIJATION

l,ooP

IJOOP

STOP " Stop simufation

END
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ROUT]NE FOR INITTALTZATTON

READ N.MACHINE,SHOP.L,OAD,MEAN.PROC.T]ME,' fnput parameters
LET TOT. MACHTNE=N. MACHINE
LET MAX. OPN=TOT. MACHINE*2 - 1
LET INTER . ARRIVAL= ( 1+MAX . OPN) / (2*1O'T .!4ACHINE*SHOP . I]OAD )

*MEAN. PROC. TTME
LET TOT. FIjOWTIME= O

LET FTNISHED..ÏOB:O

CREATE EVERY MACHINE

FOR EACH MACHINE, DO ,, initíalize the status
LET STATUS=IDIJE

L,OOP

I¡ET NUM...]OB=O
RETURN

END

EVENT .fOB . ARRIVAI-I

DEFINE PRE.MCH,OPN.MCH AS TNTEGER VARTÄBLES

CREATE A JOB
IjET NIIM. JOB=NUM.,JOB+1
IJET NUM. OPN=R.ANDI. F ( J., MAX. OPN, 2 )
]-JET PRE . MCH= O

LET ARRIVATJ . TIME ( JOB ) =TIME . V
r_,ET TOT. PROC. T]ME (JOB) =0

FOR I=1 TO NUM.OPN, DO ,, set job routing and its operations,OPN' LET OPN. MCH=RÄNDI .F(1,TOT.MACHINE,3)
IF OPN.MCH=PRE.MCH, ,, No consecutive operations

cO TO OPN ', ar.e al]owed on same machine
AI,WAYS
]-.,ET PRE . MCH=OPN . MCH

CREATE AN OPERATTON
IJET MACHINE, DESTINED (OPERATTON) =OPN.MCH
LET PROCESS.TIME (OPERATION) =EXPONENTfAI-.,. F (MEAN. PROC. TTME, 4 )

LET OPN. TIME=PROCESS . TIME (OPERATION)
ADD OPN.TIME TO TOT . PROC . TTME (TTOB )
FILE THIS OPERÂTTON IN ROUTING

L,OOP

PERFORM ASS TGN. DUE . DATE
PERFORM ATTEND.TO.JOB
SCHEDUI-jE A ,JOB. ÄRRIVAIj TN EXPONENTTAIj. F (INTER. ARRTVAI], ]-) HOURS
RETURN

END



ROUTÏNE TO ASSIGN. DUE. DATE

DEFINE OPN,OPN.MCH,NUM.SHORTER AS INTEGER VART.ABLES
DEFINE EXP . FIjOWTIME , EXP . WAIT . TIME AS REAIJ VARf ABIJES
DEFINE .fOB. TN. SHOP, JOB.IN.QUEUE AS AN TNTEGER VARIABLES

fF DUE . DATE . METHOD< 1O ,

=== I'r.{K METHOD=====
I-.,8T DUE.DATE (JOB)=TTME.V+TOT. PROC.TIME (.ION¡ *PU¡. DATE. METHOD
IF FÏNISHED . !TOB>1OOO,

TJET TIGHTNESS=DUE . DATE. METHOD
ALWAYS
RETURN

ELS E
GO TO D (DUE . DATE . METHOD )

'D(10)',
DYNAMIC TWK DUE DATE METHOÐ

IJET ,JOB . IN . SHOP= O

FOR EACH MACHINE, DO
IF STATUS (MACHTNE) =BUSY,

ADD 1+N. QUEUE (MACHINE) TO ,.IOB. IN. SHOP
EI.,S E

ADD N. QUEUE (MACHINE ) TO ,JOB . ]N . SHOP
AIJWAYS

LOOP
LET EXP. FIJOWTTME=JOB. IN. SHOP* INTER. ARRIVAI,/ (1+MAX.OPN) *2

*TOT. PROC . TIME (JOB) /MEAN. PROC. TTME
I-jET DUE. DATE (.fOB) =TIME. V+MAX. F (TOT. PROC. TTME (.]OB) ,EXP.FLOWTTME)
IF FfNISHED..fOB>1OOO,
LET T]GHTNESS= (DUE, DATE (.fOB) -TIME.V) /TOT.PROC.TIME(.]OB)

AI,WAYS
RETURN

'D(11)'
DYNAMIC PPW DUE DATE METHOD

LET JOB . IN . QUEUE= 0
FOR EACH MACHTNE,

ADD N.QUEUE (MACHINE) TO JOB.TN.QUEUE
LET EXP. FIjOWIITME= (.]OB . IN. QUEUE * f NTER..ARRIVAI,/ (1+MAX.OPN) *2

*NUM. OPN) +TOT. PROC.TIME (.tOB)
I-jET DUE . DATE (JOB ) =T]ME . V+EXP . FLOWTIME
TF FINISHED.,fOB>1OOO,

I-.,ET TIGHTNESS= (DUE. DATE (,JoB) -TIME.V) /ToT,PROC.TIME(..ToB)
AI-,WAYS
RETURN

END
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ROUTINE TO ATTEND . TO...TOB

IJET MACHINE=MACHTNE . DESTINED (F . ROUTTNG (']OB ) )

IF STATUS (MACHINE) = IDLE,
IJET STATUS (MACHINE) =BUSY
PERFORM AIJIJOCATION
RETURN

EIJSE
FILE THÏS T]OB ÏN QUEUE
RETURN

END

ROUTINE ALLOCATTON

REMOVE THE FÏRST OPERATION FROM THIS ROUTING

SCHEDUIjE ÃN END . OF . PROCESS GIVEN .]OB AND MACHINE
IN PROCESS. TIME HOURS

DESTROY THE OPERÀT]ON
RETURN

END

EVENT END.OF.PROCESS GfVEN TASK ANÐ MCH

LET JOB=TASK

IF ROUTING IS EMPTY, " job has finished
DESTROY TH]S .JOB

EI-.,SE
CA]-j]-j ATTEND . TO. JOB

AI.,WAYS

LET MACHINE=MCH

]F QUEUE TS EMPTY,
I-IET STATUS (MACHINE) =IDTJE
RETURN

ELSE
CALIJ SEIJECT. JOB
PERFORM AIJLOCATION
RETURN

END
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ROUTINE SEI-JECT. ']OB

DEFINE MIN. PROC . TIME AS A REATJ VARIABI]E
DEFTNE TMMINENT. PROC, REST. TIME, OPN. DUE . DATE,

TOP . PRIORITY, SIjACK . TÌME AS REAIJ VARIABIjES
DEFINE TOP..fOB AS AN INTEGER VAR]ABLE

GO TO I, (DISPATCH . RU]-jE )

,L(1)'
== FCFS DISPATCHING RUIJE== = = = == = = = =

REMOVE THE FIRST .]OB FROM QUEUE
RETURN

, r., (2) ,

== sPT DISPATCHING RUIrE==========
FOR EVERY ,fOB IN QUEUE ,

COMPUTE TOP . JOB AS THE MTN] MI]M (.JOB ) OF
PROCESS . TTME (F. ROUTING (..TOB) )

LET I]OB=TOP . r]OB
REMOVE THÏS JOB FROM QUEUE

RETURN

'L(3)'
== MOD DTSPATCHTNG RULE==========

FOR EVERY JOB IN QUEUE, DO
I-jET ÏMMÏNENT. PROC=PROCESS. TIME (F. ROUTING (JOB) )
FOR EVERY OPN TN ROUTING (,fOB) ,

COMPUTE REST.TTME AS SUM OF PROCESS . TIME (OPN)
LET OPN.DUE.DATE= (DUE.DATE (.fOB) -ARRIVAI-,. TIME (OOE¡ ¡ *

(TOT. PROC. TIME (.JOB) - REST. TIME+IMMINENT. PROC) /
TOT . PROC . TIME (JOB ) +ARRIVAIT . TrME (JOB )

I-IET PRIORf TY (JOB) =MAX. F (OPN. DUE . DATE, TMMINENT. PROC+TIME. V)
LOOP
FOR EVERY TTOB IN QUEUE,

COMPUTE TOP . ..]OB AS THE MINIMUM (.]OB ) OF PRIORITY (!TOB )
IJET ']OB=TOP . JOB
REMOVE THIS JOB FROM QUEUE
RETURN

,L(4) 
',

==CR+SPT DTSPATCHING RULE==========
FOR EVERY JOB IN QUEUE, DO

LET ÏMMINENT. PROC=PROCESS, TTME (F. ROUTING (JOB ) )
FOR EVERY OPN TN ROUTING (.fOB) ,

COMPUTE REST.TIME AS SUM OF PROCESS . T]ME (OPN)
I-,ET OPN . DUE . DATE= (DUE . DATE (.]OB ) - TIME . V) /

REST . TTME* IMMINENT. PROC
LET PRIORITY (.]OB) =MAX. F (OPN. DUE . DATE, IMMINENT. PROC)

I_.,OOP

FOR EVERY .fOB IN QUEUE,
COMPUTE TOP . JOB AS THE MINIMUM (,fOB ) OF PRTOR]TY (.]OB )
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I.IET ']OB=TOP,JOB
REMOVE THIS .JOB FROM QUEUE
RETURN

'1,(s),
ALL+CR+SPT DISPATCHING RULE::======

LET TOP..fOB=O
FOR EVERY .fOB IN QUEUE WITH DUE . DATE (,JOB ) < =TTME . V, DO

COMPUTE TOP...TOB AS THE MINIMUM (.]OB) OF
PROCESS. TIME (F. ROUTING (.]OB) )

LOOP
IF TOP..fOB>0,

IJET 'TOB=TOP , JOB
REMOVE THIS JOB FROM QUEUE

RETURN
EIJSE

FOR EVERY ..TOB IN QUEUE, ÐO
I-.,8T IMMTNENT. PROC=PROCESS . TIME (F. ROUT]NG (.fOB) )
FOR EVERY OPN fN ROUTING (,JOB) ,

COMPUTE REST.TTME AS SUM OF PROCESS . TIME (OPN)
I,ET OPN.DUE.DATE= (DUE.DATE (.fOB) -TIME.V) /

REST . TIME* IMMINENT . PROC
IJET PRIORITY (JOB) =MAX. F (OPN. DUE. DATE, TMMINENT. PROC)

TJOOP

FOR EVERY .fOB f N QUEUE ,
COMPUTE TOP.JOB AS THE MINIMUM (.]OB) OF PRTORITY (.]OB)

LET JOB=TOP . JOB
REMOVE THTS JOB FROM QUEUE
RETURN

END

ROUTINE FOR STAY.TfME GIVEN JOB
" geLting statistics for anal-ysis

ADD ]- TO FTNïSHED. JOB

fF FINïSHED.,JOB>1000, ', warm up period of first. 1000 jobs
LET STAY=TIME. V.ARRIVAI-,. TIME (..]OB)
I,ET LATENESS=TIME. V-DUE. DATE (JOB)
TJET ABS. LATENESS=ABS. F (TIME.V-DUE.DATE (JOB) )
]-.,ET TARDINESS=MAX. F (I-,ATENESS, O)
ADD STAY TO TOT . FIjOWTTME

AIJWAYS

lF FINISHED . JOB=]-O000,
SCHEDULE AN END. OF. SIMU],ATION NOW

ALI¡IAYS

RETURN
END
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EVENT FOR END. OF. SIMUI-JATION
" emptying t.he event sets

FOR EACH .fOB.ARRIVAIj IN EV.S(I..fOB.ARRIVAI-.,) , DO
CANCEJ-J THE .fOB . ARRIVATJ
DESTROY THE JOB . ARR] VAIJ

LOOP

FOR EACH END. OF. PROCESS IN EV. S (T . END. OF, PROCESS ) , DO
CANCEIj THE END. OF. PROCESS
FII-.,E ITEM IN QUEUE ( PRODUCER)
DESTROY THE END. OF. PROCESS

i_rooP

SKIP 1 OUTPUT LINE
PRINT 1 DOUB],E I-jINE WITH DÏSPATCH . RUIJE , AVG . STAY,

AVG . I-,ATENESS, AVG . ABS . T-IATENESS, AVG . SQR . I,ATENES S,
AVG. TARDÏNESS, STD. DEV. STAY, AVG. TIGHTNESS THUS

****. *** ******* - **

RETURN

END

**** ** ** **
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